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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this document:
AIS
ABM
BBM
CML
COTS
CTH
DBT
DIS
EMSN
FI
FSA
GGA
GRE
IEEE
IP
IPsec
KDI
KPI
KPO
MSI
MWV
PDU
RDE
ROT
RPM
RSA
SC
SHS
SMA
STM
tbd
TRS
TS
UDP
VDO
VHW
VHF

Automatic Identification System
AIS addressed binary and safety related message
AIS broadcast binary message
Fraunhofer Centre for Maritime Logistics and Services
Commercial off the shelf
Chalmers tekniska högskola
Depth below transducer
Distributed Interactive Simulation
European Maritime Simulation Network
Function Identifier
Formal Safety Assessment
Global positioning system (GPS) fix data
Generic Routing Encapsulation
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Internet Protocol
Internet Protocol Security
Kongsberg Digital
Key Performance Index
Key Performance Objectives
Maritime Safety Index
Wind speed and angle
Protocol Data Unit
Rheinmetall Defence Electronics
Rate of Turn
Revolutions per Minute
Rudder sensor angle
Shore Centre
Ship Handling Simulator
Swedish Maritime Administration
Sea Traffic Management
to be defined
Transas Marine
TeamSpeak
User Datagram Protocol
AIS VHF data-link own-vessel report
Water speed and heading
Very High Frequency (in the literal sense, with “Marine VHF radio”
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understood)
VoIP
Voice over IP
VPN
Virtual Private Network
VSD
Voyage Static Data
VTG
Course over ground and ground speed
ZDA
Time and date
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1 General Information
This document describes the procedures and results of the technical integration tests
which were carried out in February and March 2017 and have been coordinated by
Fraunhofer CML as technical coordinator to verify the primary technical functioning of
the European Maritime Simulator Network (EMSN). The integration tests are part of
the integration and maintenance activities for EMSN which are defined in the document
ID3.2.2_EMSN – Integration and Maintenance. The integration tests are amended by
regular maintenance tasks and connectivity checks.
The primary purpose of the European Simulator Network (EMSN) is to gain experience
with Sea Traffic Management (STM) features and to understand how involved persons
and institutions deal with its capabilities. This is done in a simulated environment, which
saves large amounts of time, costs and reduces environmental impacts. The EMSN is
continually growing and evolving with new features. By carrying out integration tests it
shall be ensured that all simulation centres (existing and new ones) participating in the
EMSN provide the required functionalities for data exchange in a proper and consistent
way.
Content and design of the integration tests are based on the STM_D3.2.1 EMSN Technical Description which describes the necessary DIS interface functionalities as
well as network infrastructure requirements to run the planned validation tests for STM
services. Besides verifying the existing EMSN functionalities defined within the project
Mona Lisa 2.0 a special focus lies on the verification of the enhanced EMSN
functionalities to meet the requirements of the present STM project. This includes e.g.
Centralized Data Tracking, Centralized Simulation Control, exchange of entity names
as well as further minor adjustments.
This document is divided into five main parts. Section 2 first gives an overview of the
test objectives as well as functionalities to be tested. Section 3 and section 4 then
describe the test procedures and test utilities in detail. Section 5 and section 6 finally
provide a comprehensive overview of the test findings, detected problems and future
steps.
For further information regarding the technical set-up, testing and maintenance of
EMSN the following documents are recommended:
STM_ID3.2.1 EMSN - Technical Description,
STM_ID3.2.2 EMSN – Integration and Maintenance,
STM_ID3.2.3 EMSN – DIS Interface and Allocation.
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2 Test objectives and organization
2.1 Test objectives
Two major objectives were pursued with the integration tests:
1. Verification of functional capabilities of EMSN:
A key objective of the integration tests was to verify that each simulation centre
participating in the EMSN provides the required functionalities for data exchange in a
correct and consistent way and satisfies all requirements of the STM Validation project.
Furthermore, the proper interaction of all participating centres in a joint exercise and a
sufficient stability and reliability of the network should be ensured. No envisaged STM
tools and functionalities such as route exchange, use of Shore Centre, etc. are part of
the integration tests.
2. Initial assessment of planned STM scenarios:
A primary objective of the performed pilot runs as part of EMSN-wide tests (see 3.3)
was to enable an initial assessment of the defined STM scenarios taking place at the
Western Baltic sea and the English Channel and to allow feedback regarding exercise
design, planned situations, ship starting positions and routes from both exercise
planners and participating centres. By performing the tests it should be ascertained
that the planned scenario gives rise to several expected (planned) traffic situations
where the use STM tools may be of benefit. As no STM tools are available the focus
should be on verifying that the scenarios provide enough data regarding e.g. traffic
congestions, close quarters situations, navigational difficulties, etc. The secondary
objective is to ascertain that the scenario duration is reasonable and that the network
functions throughout the time of the simulations. The results should serve as input for
further adjustments and improvements on the exercise design in preparation for the
STM validation runs in October 2017.
The following EMSN functionalities (state: Mona Lisa 2.0) defined in STM_ID3.2.1
EMSN - Technical Description and specified in STM_ID3.2.3 EMSN-DIS Interface
and Allocation have been part of the tests:
o
o
o
o
o

DIS entity exchange,
AIS presentation and correctness of data,
Presentation of radar echo,
Presentation of vessel visualization and
Voice communication via TeamSpeak.

Furthermore, the following enhanced EMSN functionalities (state: STM Validation)
specified in STM_ID3.2.1 EMSN - Technical Description should be verified within the
integration tests:
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Centralized Data Tracking,
Centralized Exercise Control (Start / Stop functionality),
Exchange of Entity names,
Exchange of Lights & Shapes (partly) and
further DIS adjustments.

o
o
o
o
o

2.2 Test organization
The integration tests took place in February and March 2017 and were technically
coordinated by Fraunhofer CML (Technical Coordinator). Figure 1 shows a detailed
time schedule for the test procedures.

Bet a-Version hand
over t o CM L/CTH
M anufacturers

Release Version
set up at all sit es

Final Feedback t o
M anuf act urers

Pre-Test s Bet a Version / Feedback t o
M anuf cat urer

CM L/CTH

Bilat eral Int egrat ion
t est s bet ween cent ers
and CM L

Individual
Centers
EM SN

Feb

20/3 – 22/3
EM SN-w ide
Int egrat ion
t est / Pilot
runs

M ar
2017

Figure 1: Time schedule for integration tests in 2017
To ensure efficient testing and to deal with different individual and potentially differing
integration states of the centres three different types of technical tests were carried out
which are described in
Table 1 below.
After receiving the beta version of the extended DIS interface from each manufacturer
technical pre-tests of the beta version were carried out locally at CML and CTH at first.
Thereby, a consistent implementation of the technical specification at each
manufacturer was ensured and necessary adjustments were initiated and implemented
by the manufacturers.
In the next step a released version of the EMSN DIS interface (state: STM-V) was
distributed to all EMSN centres and individual, bilateral integration tests between each
EMSN centre and Fraunhofer CML were performed. Depending on the current
integration status further necessary implementation regarding EMSN Router set-up,
EMSN DIS interface and equipment for voice communication were done. After it had
been ensured that all EMSN centres were upgraded to a common integration level an
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EMSN-wide integration test with all centres in a joint exercise was performed under
conditions similar to STM validation test runs that will take place in October 2017.
Test objective

Test execution

Time frame

Pre-tests of
Beta Version

Testing of Beta version of
enhanced DIS interface for
EMSN; ensuring consistent
implementation of technical
specification (state: STMV) by manufacturers; early
bug detection and interface
harmonization

Local testing at
CML and CTH
without
participation of
EMSN centres

February
2017

Bilateral
Integration
tests

Update DIS interface of
already participating
centres and set up EMSN
equipment at new centres;
bilateral testing of all EMSN
functionalities (see section
2.1) and fixing of local
problems

Bilateral testing
between each
centre an
Fraunhofer CML

2017/03/0315

EMSN-wide
integration
tests and pilot
runs

Testing of required EMSN
functionalities (see section
2.1) and network stability
under high load conditions
with all participating centres
in a joint exercise and
under conditions similar to
STM validation scenarios

Joint test with all
EMSN centres

2017/03/2022

Table 1: Overview of technical tests for EMSN
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3 Test procedure
In the following section the procedures that were used to perform the different
integration tests are explained in detail.

3.1 Pre-tests of DIS beta version
The beta versions of the enhanced DIS interface received from each manufacturer
were tested in two ways:
o Separately for each manufacturer using the monitoring and DIS emulation
functionalities of EMSN Monitor (see section 4.2) and
o Bilaterally between multiple simulators of different manufacturers.
Detected problems and deviations from the technical specification were reported to the
related manufacturer and followed up until resolving. The following aspects were
evaluated within the tests:
Data Tracking:
o Interpretation of Data Query PDU
o Correct exchange of entity data to be tracked by Data PDU
o Start/Stop of Data tracking
Entity Names:
o sending own and displaying incoming entity name correctly
Lights & Shapes: (only tested for Kongsberg and Rheinmetall simulators)
o Interpretation of received lights & shapes and proper displaying in ship
model
o Proper sending of lights & shapes set at a local simulator
Centralized exercise control:
o Proper interpretation of received Start/Resume and Stop/Freeze PDUs
o No sending of those PDUs when exercise is started/stopped locally
Further adjustments:
o Harmonization of Entity state frequency
A detailed overview of all issues that were tested within the pre-tests is shown in annex
8.1.
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3.2 Bilateral integration tests
In preparation for the EMSN-wide integration test and in order to detect und fix
individual problems at each centre as early as possible individual integration tests were
done bilaterally between Fraunhofer CML and each EMSN centre. The bilateral tests
should ensure that all EMSN centres fulfil the requirements of STM Validation and are
on the same level of integration. Therefore, individual test dates were arranged with
each simulation site between 2017/03/03 and 2017/03/15. Before the test the latest
update of DIS interface and the EMSN Connectivity Check exercise area (see section
4.1) which was used during the test were set up at the local simulators. If necessary,
further implementation regarding EMSN Router set-up and equipment for voice
communication were done depending on the current integration status. During the test
both the EMSN Monitor and the ship handling simulators of CML and CTH were used
and communication was held via Teamviewer online meeting tool.
Within the bilateral integration tests the following functionalities were checked:
DIS exchange (state ML 2.0)
o DIS Entity allocation
o Visual representation of entities
o Radar presentation
o AIS data exchange
DIS exchange (state STM-V)
o Centralized Data Tracking
o Centralized Exercise Control (Start / Stop functionality)
o Exchange of Entity names
o Exchange of Lights & Shapes (for KDI and RDE centres)
o further DIS adjustments
Voice communication via TeamSpeak.
A detailed overview of all issues that were tested within the bilateral tests is shown in
annex o.

3.3 EMSN-wide integration tests and pilot runs
The EMSN-wide technical tests and pilot runs were held on the 20th to 22nd March
2017. They consisted of a joint technical test with all EMSN centres participating (day
1) as well as four pilot runs (days 2 and 3). Detailed test schedule is shown in Figure
2. The communication during the tests was held by GoToMeeting. Furthermore, EMSN
Monitor und EMSN Data Tracker were used for diagnosis and data tracking purposes.
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Technical test (day 1):
The technical test was carried out as a joint exercise with all participating EMSN
centres and coordinated by Fraunhofer CML. For this, all EMSN centres were placing
their available own ships in the dedicated square in the EMSN Connectivity Check
Exercise Area. Subsequently, all EMSN functionalities defined in section 2.1 (except
DIS exchange of Lights & Shapes) were verified according to Figure 2 and the network
stability under high load conditions was assessed. Detected malfunctions at the local
centres were reported to Fraunhofer CML, documented and solved afterwards in
cooperation with the manufacturers. A detailed overview of the test content is given in
annex 8.2.
Further information regarding the technical test can be found in the test description
STM_ID3.2.4 EMSN Pilot Test Plan and Exercise Specification.
Pilot runs (days 2 and 3)
The pilot runs were performed to gain initial experiences with the planned STM
validation scenarios in October 2017 and were led by Flensburg University of Applied
Science (FUAS) and Southampton University/Warsash (WMA) as well as Fraunhofer
CML. For the tests the current version of exercise areas for the Western Baltic Sea
and the English Channel were used and two exercises were carried out for each
exercise area. As the focus of the pilot runs lies on the assessment of scenario design
and network stability the bridges were only partly manned and instructor-controlled
entities were used if no test participants were available.
To ensure that the test conditions are similar to the STM validation runs in October, all
vessels within the exercise had an individual initial position, route and speed. The
routes of all vessels ended in individual endpoints. For each vessel, an individual ETA
at the endpoint was given. Participants were asked to navigate their vessel safely from
the start position along the pre-determined route and to maintain schedule as closely
as possible.
During the pilot runs the following technical aspects were tested by Fraunhofer CML:
o Data tracking and recording using EMSN Data Tracker Software,
o General network stability and reliability,
o Correctness of DIS object exchange,
o Reliability of Centralized Exercise Control using EMSN Monitoring Software,
o Quality of voice communication via TeamSpeak.
Additionally, the following questions regarding the scenario design were answered:
o Do the planned scenarios gives rise to several expected (planned) traffic
situations where the use STM tools may be of benefit?
o Do the scenarios provide enough data regarding e.g. traffic congestions, close
quarters situations, navigational difficulties, etc?
o Is the scenario duration reasonable?
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Further information regarding the pilot runs and detailed scenario conditions can be
found in the test description STM_ID3.2.4 EMSN Pilot Test Plan and Exercise
Specification.

Schedule STM EMSN Pilot Runs 20-22/03 2017

Topic

Monday 20/03

Tuesday 21/03

Wednesday 22/03

Technical Test

Simulations

Simulations

Communications between instructors through GoToMeeting
In charge

CML Fraunhofer

Timetable

FUAS/WMA

FUAS/WMA

ALL TIMES IN CET

08:00
Local technical Set up

Local technical set up

Local technical set up

0900-1015
Briefing
Familiarization of bridges

0900-1015
Briefing
Familiarization of bridges

Upploading and preparation
for sim exercise

Upploading and preparation
for sim exercise

09:00
Connection of participating simulator centers in the
EMSN
Communication between instructor stations using
10:00 GoToMeeting
10:15 Communication between ships and instructor
stations using Teamspeak
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00

DIS allocation of ships at local simulator centers
DIS exchange between simulator centers

1030-1200
Scenario English Channel

1030-1200
Scenario English Channel

Lunch

Lunch

1300-1415
Briefing
Familiarization of bridges

1300-1415
Briefing
Familiarization of bridges

Upploading and preparation
for sim exercise

Upploading and preparation
for sim exercise

Centralized start/stop functionality

12:30

Lunch

13:00
DIS Extension exchange to central data logging
14:00
14:15

DIS data logging at a central server
Stability of the EMSN

14:30
Providing data from central server for further
15:00 analysis in agreed format
15:30

1430-1600
Scenario Southern Baltic

1430-1600
Scenario Southern Baltic

Debrief

Debrief

16:00
17:00

Figure 2: Schedule STM EMSN Pilot Runs 20 - 22/03 2017
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4 Test utilities
For the tests the EMSN Connectivity check area as well as the EMSN Monitor and
EMSN Data Tracker software were used. The mentioned utilities are described in the
following sections.

4.1 EMSN Connectivity check area
For facilitating the integration tests on the EMSN and to gain a quick overview of the
correctness of DIS allocation at each site a special exercise are was created. The area
consists of a grid providing one square for each combination of DIS entity and simulator
centre (
Figure 3). The test area is available for Transas, RDE and KM simulators. Simulator
centres are to obtain the area by contacting the EMSN Technical Coordinator.

Figure 3: EMSN Connectivity Check Exercise Area
For more detailed information see document STM_ID3.2.2 EMSN Integration and
Maintenance Tests.

4.2 EMSN Monitor and Data Tracker
To support technical integration and to simplify error detection relating to the network
connectivity of the individual EMSN sites, the EMSN Monitor tool has been developed.
After installation and registration the tool needs to be run on a computer connected to
the simulator network. At a glance, it shows which simulation sites are online and
displays the information which is exchanged between the connected ship-handling
simulators. The enhances version “Data Tracker” additionally provides several function
for centralized Exercise control (Start/Stop), Data tracking control and data recording,
Entity emulation and Lights&Shapes monitoring and emulation.
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For more detailed information see document STM_ID3.2.2 EMSN Integration and
Maintenance Tests.
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5 Test Results
The following section gives an overview of the current site integration status as well as
the detailed findings detected during the performed integration tests.

5.1 Site integration status
Table 2 gives an overview of the current integration status of the participating EMSN
centres. After carrying out the bilateral integration tests at each centre, updating the
DIS interfaces and solving local problems most centres are able to participate in the
network and provide DIS Exchange (State STM-V) including Centralized Data
Tracking, Centralized Exercise control and Exchange of Entity names as well as Voice
Communication via TeamSpeak. At centres using Rheinmetall and Kongsberg
simulators also the exchange of Lights & Shapes via DIS is available. For Transas
centres an integration of Lights & Shapes information exchange is planned for mid of
2017.
Furthermore, the centres Willem Barentsz and HS Emden-Leer will be integrated into
the network and bilateral integration tests are planned to take place in May 2017.
Site information

Integration status
DIS
Exchange
(State:
ML 2.0)

DIS
Exchange
(State:
STM-V)

Site name

Date of
bilateral
Team
integration Speak
test

Router
Integr.

2

Swedish Maritime
Administration

2017/03/03

Available

Connected Available

Available

3

Chalmers University
of Technology (TRS)

2017/03/07

Available

Connected Available

Available

4

Fraunhofer CML (RDE)

-

Available

Connected Available

Available *

5

Chalmers University of
Technology (KDI)

2017/03/09

Available

Connected Available

Available *

7

Aboa Mare

2017/03/09

Available

Connected Available

Available

8

Centro Jovellanos

2017/03/15

Available

Connected Available

Available *

9

Willem Barentsz

2017/05/tbd In progress

Connected In progress

In progress

11

UPC Barcelona

2017/03/09

Available

Connected Available

Available

12

SSPA

2017/03/15

In progress

Connected Available

Available

Site
ID
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(partly)
13

Rörvik

2017/03/15

Available

Connected Available

Available

14

Fraunhofer CML (TRS)

-

Available

Connected Available

Available

15

Flensburg University of
Applied Sciences

2017/03/10

Available

Connected Available

Available

16

Southampton University
(Warsash)

2017/03/15

Available

Connected Available

Available *

17

HS Emden-Leer

2017/05/tbd In progress

Connected

In progress

In progress

Table 2: Overview of site integration status (*including exchange of Light&Shapes)

5.2 Results technical aspects
The exchange of DIS object information and Voice communication is running stable
and mostly without interruptions even under high load conditions (approx. 30 own
ships). The enhanced DIS functionalities containing Centralized Data tracking,
Centralized exercise control and exchange of Entity names work properly. It is now
possible to centrally track all vessel parameters relevant for validation of STM
equipment and save them in a database for comprehensive evaluation. The exchange
of Lights & Shapes information is not yet available for Transas centres and must be
tested again in future technical tests. Further DIS objects required for planned STM
validation runs are not available at all centres and must be amended at some sites.
After the mentioned adjustments are carried out the EMSN will provide all
functionalities relevant for STM project and required for STM equipment validation.
Minor problems were detected during the test runs which have mostly been solved
already in cooperation with the manufacturers. An overview of those malfunctions is
given in
Table 3.
Target

Malfunction description

Status/Next steps

RDE
simulators

Ship entities received from KDI simulators are displayed in
RDE simulators with slight deviations in ship positions

Solved with DIS update of
2017/03/21

RDE
Simulators

The DIS interface of RDE simulators crashes sometimes
and has to be restarted. After the restart old target ships
were not removed in some cases and entity duplicates
have to be removed manually.

Solved with DIS update of
2017/03/21

RDE
Simulators

Old AIS signals are not removed at RDE simulators
although new Signal PDUs were received already.

Reported to RDE at
2017/03/21

TRS
Simulators

Visualisations fault in trend vectors in Navi-Trainer
software for targets received from centres Fraunhofer
CML and FUAS. The trend vectors of targets sent out by
these sites are continuously jumping and swinging back
and forth.

Reported to TRS at
2017/03/21. Local
inspection of the problems
was arranged
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TRS
simulators

If the exercise is in “paused” mode DIS data sent out by
some EMSN sites (UPC Barcelona, Rörvik and Chalmers)
is incomplete and only information for one ownship is
transmitted even when multiple ownships are simulated at
the corresponding centre.
When the exercise is in “paused”-mode and only
ownships are simulated then DIS data for all entities is
sent out properly but if at least one traffic ship is included
in their exercise only DIS data for one ownship is sent out
at some centres.

Solved with DIS update of
2017/03/21

TRS
simulators

In some cases all DIS entities received from another
centre are dropped out at Transas simulators during a
running exercise. The issue can be resolved by restarting
the DisApp task. The SW seems to drop all multicasted
packets from one centre. The packets are still received at
the subnet but do not evidently get processed into the
simulator.

Reported to Transas at
2017/04/18

Team
Speak

The Teamspeak server restarts at regular time intervals.

Reported to Teamspeak
support at 2017/03/06 by
SMA

Team
Speak

The TeamSpeak sound quality and volume from some
bridges is not good enough.

All centres were
requested to check their
TS internally

Table 3: Overview of detected problems
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6 Future steps
The test results from the simulation runs described in the previous chapters are being
communicated with the respective partners to finalise the technical integration of the
network at all sites. The aim is to solve the identified issues through software updates
at the effected sites to enable smooth operation of the network. This also includes the
finalization of the upgrade of all DIS interfaces of all manufacturers at all sites to the
latest specification requirements (see STM_D3.2.1 EMSN - Technical Description).
This mainly refers to the exchange of lights and shapes information for Transas
simulation centres. Also, the presently incomplete network integration of partners
MIWB and SSPA need to be finalized. For this purpose, individual integration dates
are scheduled.
The bare sea traffic data recorded from the runs is presently under investigation by
partners from Activities 3 and 5 to develop assessment methodologies and tools
further. Even though the test runs have been conducted without STM equipment,
valuable assertions can be derived. This applies to e.g. the Maritime Safety Index (MSI)
approach for sea traffic analysis as well as the development of a resilient system of
KPOs and KPIs for the Formal Safety Assessment (FSA).
Before the actual simulation campaigns within the EMSN start in autumn 2017, some
preparatory events will take place. In late August, Activity 3 partners will meet at
Gothenburg for a Train-the-Trainer course in which participants shall be familiarized
with the newly provided STM on-board devices. Transas Marine will demonstrate the
respective equipment which will later be installed on the simulation bridges. In parallel,
an open day event will take place in which the EMSN centres will run mutual exercises
and demonstrate the capabilities of the simulator network to maritime stakeholders and
to the interested public. Furthermore, additional pilot runs for both of the scenarios are
presently being prepared. This will allow the scenario building partners FUAS and
WMA to confirm the scenarios which are being revised after the test runs described in
this document. Below
Table 4 provides an overview about the upcoming dates and events for the EMSN until
the end of the STM Validation project.
Date

Event

2017/08/28-09/01

Train-the-Trainer course

TBD

EMSN Open Day

TBD
(between weeks 38 and 42)

Pilot scenario test runs

2017/10/23-27

EMSN simulation runs

2017/11/13-17

EMSN simulation runs

2018/02/05-09

EMSN simulation runs

2018/03/12-16

EMSN simulation runs

2018/06/11-15

EMSN simulation runs

2018/10/22-26

EMSN simulation runs
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Table 4: Upcoming EMSN events
Parallel to the advancing technical integration of the network, additional simulations
centres from project and external partners are also admitted. Through this growing
number of available simulation bridges within the network, the scope of possible
applications is increasing. On the one hand, larger scenarios with ever more own ships
can be developed while on the other hand, existing scenarios can be used with a more
flexible allocation to simulation centres depending on individual availabilities.
Presently, the six candidate simulation centres given in
Table 5 are at different stages to join the EMSN.
Institution name

Country

Emden-Leer University of Applies Sciences

Germany

Liepaja Marine College

Latvia

Lithuanian Maritime Academy

Lithuania

SSPA

Sweden

Tallinn University of Technology

Estonia

Italian Ministry of Infrastructure and
Transport
(Simulator is presently under relocation)

Italy

Table 5: List of candidate simulation centres
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7 Reference Documents
STM_ID3.2.1 EMSN - Technical Description,
STM_ID3.2.2 EMSN – Integration and Maintenance
STM_ID3.2.3 EMSN – DIS Interface and Allocation
STM_ID3.2.4 EMSN Pilot Test Plan and Exercise Specification
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8 Annex
8.1 Checklist Pre-tests of Beta version
Requirement

How to test?

Result

1. Entity Names
1.1. „Entity Markings“-field in „Entity
state“ PDU shall contain the ship name
(first 11 letters as 8-bit enumerations)

1.1.1. Check in Wireshark if Ship name is
send out properly by „Entity Markings“-field

1.2. The Entity Markings field shall
represent only the ship name, on the
instructor the Side ID as well as ship
name shall be displayed for each entity.

1.2.1. Send out Test DIS-Message with
Ship Name in „Entity Markings“ field from
EMSN Monitor and see if name and ID is
properly displayed in Instructor

1.1.2. Change ship name in Instructor and
check in EMSN Monitor if changes are
considered in „Entity Markings“ field

2. Lights & Shapes
2.1. Status of Navigation lights “power
driven vessel underway” (COLREG 23)
shall be transmitted by „Entity State“
PDU -> „Entity Appearance“ ->
„Running Lights On“ (Bit 12)

2.1.1. Set Navigation Lights at the Bridge
on/off and check with EMSN Monitor if field
represents the correct value

2.2. The following navigational lights
shall be transmitted by „Entity State“
PDU -> „Entity Appearance“ ->
„Navigational lights“ (Bits 16-18):

2.2.1. Set all eight combinations for Lights
at the KDI Bridge and see if the proper
value is forwarded to EMSN Monitor

0: None
1: Not under command/Aground
(red/red)

2.1.2. Send out Test DIS-Messages from
EMSN Monitor with Running Lights on and
off and check if lights are properly
displayed in the Visual Model

2.2.2. Send out Test DIS-Message with all
eight light values in Appearance field from
EMSN Monitor and see if lights are
properly displayed in the Visual Model

2: Restricted ability to maneuver
(red/white/red)
3: Constrained by her draught
(red/red/red)
4: Fishing with Trawler (green/white)
5: Fishing (red/white)
6: Pilot (white/red)
7: Anchor (white)
2.3. In case, light combinations which
do not match a valid navigational code
are set on the bridge, the „Navigational
lights“ field shall be “0”

2.3.1. Set different invalid light
combinations at the Bridge and check with
EMSN Monitor if forwarded value is „0“

2.4. The following navigational shapes
shall be transmitted by „Entity State“
PDU -> „Entity Appearance“ ->
„Navigational shapes“ (Bits 24-26):

2.4.1. Set all eight combinations for
Shapes at the Bridge and see if the proper
value is forwarded to EMSN Monitor

0: None
1: Not under command (Ball/Ball)

2.4.2. Send out Test DIS-Message with all
eight shape values in Appearance field
from EMSN Monitor and see if shapes are
properly displayed in the Visual Model

2: Restricted ability to maneuver
(Ball/Diamond/Ball)
3: Constrained by her draught
(Cylinder)
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4: Fishing with or without Trawler
(Cone down/Cone up)
5: Aground (ball/ball/ball)
7: Anchor (ball)
2.5. In case, shape combinations which
do not match a valid navigational code
are set on the bridge, the „Navigational
shapes“ field shall be “0”

2.5.1. Set different invalid shape
combinations at the Bridge and check with
EMSN Monitor if forwarded value is „0“

2.6. Status of interior lights shall be
transmitted by „Entity State“ PDU ->
„Entity Appearance“ -> „Interio lights
on“ (Bit 29)

2.6.1. Set interior lights at the Bridge on/off
and check with EMSN Monitor if field
represents the correct value
2.6.2. Send out Test DIS-Messages from
EMSN Monitor with interior lights on and off
and check if lights are properly displayed in
the Visual Model

3. Data Tracking
3.1. imulator shall send out a Data PDU
when receiving a Data Query PDU
according to the defined time intervall
and containing the requested
parameters

3.1.1. Send out test Data Query PDU with
EMSN Monitor and check if simulator
issues Data PDU correctly
3.1.2. Send out test Data Query PDU with
different time intervalls and check if
transmitting frequencies of Data PDU
corresponds to them
3.1.3. Send out test Data Query PDU with
time intervall „0“ and check if simulator
stops sending Data PDUs
3.1.4. Send out test Data Query PDU with
different parameter IDs and check if Data
PDU contains the requested parameters
(for both own and target ships)
3.1.5. Send out test Data Query PDU with
all parameter IDs and check if allocation of
parameters to parameter IDs in Data PDU
is correct
3.1.6. Check each parameter in Data PDU
separately for different bridge settings
(using a vessel with multiple engines and
thrusters) regarding the following issues:
-transmitted value corresponds to bridge
setting
-accuracy corresponds to SpecReq
-value range corresponds to SpecReq
-correct numerations for thrusters and
engines
-correct signs for engines, thrusters and
rudder
-correct units used
3.1.7. Check for own and target ship if „Is
Own Ship ID“ is „1“ in case of OS and „0“ in
case of TS
3.1.8. Check for
-Ship with only one engine/thruster,
-target ship
if related fields to missing parameters are
empty (padding)
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4. Further Non-ship DIS Objects
4.1. KDI simulator shall provide the
following Non-Ship target objects and
shall exchange Entity State PDUs for
these entities.

4.1.1. Check in Instructor if the required
non-ship objects (chap. 3.1.4.2 in
SpecReq) are available
4.1.2. Check in file for DIS allocation if
allocation of objects to DIS numbers is
correct
4.1.3. Load each non-object object within
an exercise and check with EMSN
Monitor/Wireshark if Entity State PDUs are
exchanged correctly

5. Further Adjustments
5.1. Transmitting frequency of Entity
State PDU shall be 1 Hz.

5.1.1. Check time intervall between
transmitted PDUs for one entity with EMSN
Monitor/Wireshark

5.2. If simulator receives a
Start/Resume PDU it shall change the
entity state immediately from
stopped/frozen to running

5.2.1. Send out Test „Start/Resume“-PDU
from EMSN Monitor and check if
stopped/freezed exercise continues
correctly

5.3. The simulator shall not send out a
Start/Resume PDU by itself when an
exercise has been started/resumed
locally

5.3.1. Start/Resume a stopped exercise at
KDI instructor and ensure with EMSN
Monitor/Wireshark that no Start/Resume
PDU is transmitted

5.4. If simulator receives a Stop/Freeze
PDU it shall change the entity state
immediately from running to
stopped/frozen

5.2.1. Send out Test „Stop/Freeze“-PDU
from EMSN Monitor and check if running
exercise stops correctly

5.5. The simulation application shall not
send out a Stop/Freeze PDU by itself
when an exercise has been stopped
locally

5.3.1. Stop/Freeze a running exercise at
KDI instructor and ensure with EMSN
Monitor/Wireshark that no Stop/Freeze
PDU is transmitted

o

Checklist for bilateral integration tests

Test content

Results

EMSN DIS Allocation (to be done before testing)
Check DIS allocation file of centre in general:
-Is allocation of models to DIS Entity IDs correct (for both incoming and outgoing)?
-Are all models included that should be available on the centre acc. to the agreed list from Mona
Lisa 2.0?

EMSN communication via TeamSpeak
Check proper TeamSpeak communication for each bridge as well as instructor.

EMSN DIS Exchange (State: ML2.0)
Check DIS model representation on Instructor (right model in the right field?)
Check position on Instructor (model in the centre of the box?)
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Check visual presentation of different OS models.
-Approx. Size
-smoothness of movements (e.g. when changing course)
Check radar presentation of different OS models.
-size of echo
-Position of echo with regard to GPS position
Check the exchange of the AIS Message (in both directions):
-AIS Message 1 (position)
-AIS Message 5 (static and voyage related data)
-AIS Message 12 (addressed safety related message)
-AIS Message 14 (safety related broadcast message)
-AIS Message 6 (binary addressed message, for route exchange only)  if M-ECDIS available
-AIS Message 8 (binary broadcast message, for route exchange only)  if M-ECDIS available
Check Entity State PDU with EMSN Monitor
-Frequency = 1 sec?
-Parameters correct?
Check Start/Resume and Stop/Freeze PDUs?
-Ensure that SHS doesn’t send such a PDU by itself
-Ensure that SHS starts/stops after receiving these PDUs

Ship Names (State: STM-V)
Check if Side ID and Ship name is displayed correctly on instructor
Check if changes in name are exchanged

Lights and Shapes (State: STM-V)
so far

only for KDI simulators

Check exchange of Navigation Lights on/off
Check exchange of Running Lights on/off
Check exchange of Interior Lights on/off
Check the following navigational lights:
0: None
1: Not under command/Aground (red/red)
2: Restricted ability to manoeuver (red/white/red)
3: Constrained by her draught (red/red/red)
4: Fishing with Trawler (green/white)
5: Fishing (red/white)
6: Pilot (white/red)
7: Anchor (white)

Check the following navigational shapes:
0: None
1: Not under command (Ball/Ball)
2: Restricted ability to manoeuver (Ball/Diamond/Ball)
3: Constrained by her draught (Cylinder)
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4: Fishing with or without Trawler (Cone down/Cone up)
5: Aground (ball/ball/ball)
7: Anchor (ball)

Data PDU (State: STM-V)
Send out Data Query PDU with EMSN Monitor:
-Does SHS send out Data PDU in defined time interval?
-Does SHS stop sending in case of time=0?
Check each parameter defined in Specification requirements:
-Is Own Ship ID
-Simulation time ID
-Latitude ID
-Longitude ID
-Course over Ground ID
-True Heading ID
-Speed Over Ground ID
-Speed Through Water ID
-Rate of Turn ID
-Under-keel clearance ID
-Rotations per Minute (Engine 1) ID
-Rotations per Minute (Engine 2) ID
-Pitch (Engine 1) ID
-Pitch (Engine 2) ID
-Engine order telegraph (Engine 1) ID
-Engine order telegraph (Engine 2) ID
-Actual Thrust (Thruster 1) ID
-Actual Thrust (Thruster 2) ID
-Actual Thrust (Thruster 3) ID
-Actual Thrust (Thruster 4) ID
-Commanded Thrust (Thruster 1) ID
-Commanded Thrust (Thruster 2) ID
-Commanded Thrust (Thruster 3) ID
-Commanded Thrust (Thruster 4) ID
-Actual Rudder (Rudder 1) ID
-Actual Rudder (Rudder 2) ID
-Commanded Rudder (Rudder 1) ID
-Commanded Rudder (Rudder 2) ID
-Autopilot Status on, off ID
-Autopilot Comm. Course ID

8.2 Test plan for EMSN-wide integration test
Subject

Specification

Connection of participating simulator
centres to the EMSN

All centres to be interconnected, local
EMSN routers and EMSN hub to be
correctly configured

DIS allocation of ships at local simulator
centres

Required defined ships correctly DIS
allocated
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DIS and AIS exchange between
simulator centres

DIS exchange of ships correctly
displayed in all receiving stations
regarding radar, visual and AIS

Exchange of ship names

Ship names exchanged properly
between each simulator and displayed
correctly at each instructor station

DIS Extension exchange to central data
logging

Specified DIS extension protocol with
additional data exchange to be verified

DIS data logging at a central server

Ascertain the central logging of specified
DIS data on server located at CML

Providing data from central server for
further analysis in agreed format

Check the stored data from central data
logging

Stability of the EMSN

Verify the stability of the EMSN
regarding drop outs, lagging and high
loads

Centralized start/stop functionality

Test the centralized start/stop
functionality of an exercise at CML

Communication between ships and
instructor stations using TeamSpeak

TeamSpeak to be used on all
participating bridges and instructor
channels, verify functioning with that
many clients

Communication between instructor
stations using GoToMeeting

Usability and functioning of G2M
software during the simulations for
exclusive communication between
instructors.
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38 partners from 13 countries Creating a safer more efficient and
environmentally friendly maritime sector

Demonstrating the function and business value of the
Sea Traffic Management concept and its services.

SAFETY - ENVIRONMENT - EFFICIENCY

Swedish Maritime Administration ◦ SSPA ◦ RISE Viktoria ◦ Transas/ Wärtsilä Voyage ◦
Chalmers University of Technology ◦ The Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute ◦
Danish Maritime Authority ◦ Navicon ◦ Novia University of Applied Sciences ◦ Fraunhofer ◦
Carnival Corp. ◦ Italian Ministry of Transport ◦ SASEMAR ◦ Valencia Port Authority ◦
Valencia Port Foundation ◦ CIMNE ◦ University of Catalonia ◦ Norwegian Coastal
Administration ◦ GS1 ◦ Cyprus University of Technology ◦ Port of Barcelona ◦ Costa Crociere
◦ Svitzer ◦ OFFIS ◦ Finnish Transport Agency ◦ Southampton Solent University ◦ Frequentis ◦
Wärtsilä SAM Electronics ◦ University of Flensburg ◦ Airbus ◦ Maritiem Instituut Willem
Barentsz ◦ SAAB TransponderTech AB ◦ University of Oldenburg ◦ Magellan ◦ Furuno
Finland ◦ Rörvik ◦ University of Southampton ◦ HiQ

www.stmvalidation.eu
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